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6OEFSTUBOEJOH8IBOHBSB8IBMF3JEFSBT4JNVMBDSVN
#SFOEBO)PLPXIJUV

For those with neither pen nor sword, the movie
camera has proven a mighty instrument. For
centuries, colonized aboriginal people depended upon oral tradition to preserve their language and creation stories – the pith and marrow of every culture – but with the advent of the
[OJLU[\Y`HUKKVJ\TLU[HY`ÄSTZSPRL9VILY[
Flaherty’s Nanook of the North and Moana, a
new medium emerged to champion their cause.
5V^ÄSTTHRLYZHYL[\YUPUNMYVT[OLKVJ\TLUtary depiction of these indigenous cultures to
their languages and creation myths, furthering
a cinematic tradition and exploring an entirely
UL^NLUYL.HYJPHH!

U

SYPJO2VJO»Z ÄSTThe Saltmen of Tibet, which
ethnographically chronicled the spiritual journey
re-enacted each year by Tibetan nomads “marked a
[\YUPUN WVPU[¹ .HYJPH H!  PU ÄST WYVK\J[PVU
because of its anthropological intent. That is, the
ÄST H[[LTW[LK [V L_WSHPU PU H [L_[ \UKLYZ[HUKHISL
to a western audience, the complexities, mores
HUK J\Z[VTZ VM HUºV[OLY» J\S[\YL 4HU` ÄSTZ ^P[O
similar ethnographic underpinnings followed, such
HZ AHJOHYPHZ 2\U\R»Z  Atanarjuat (The Fast
Runner 7OPSSPW 5V`JL»Z  Rabbit Proof Fence
HUK5PRP*HYV»ZWhale Rider, to the extent that
[OLZLÄSTZHUKV[OLYZVM[OLZHTLPSROH]LJS\Z[LYLK
to form an increasingly popular genre. The growing
H[[LU[PVUHUKJ\YPVZP[`VM[OLNSVIHSÄSTH\KPLUJL^P[O
the indigenous subject is, thus, a phenomenon worthy
of investigation.
6M[LU PUKPNLUV\Z ÄSTZ HYL YLMLYYLK [V HZ ZP[LZ VM
resistance, where indigenous groups are able to
maintain their autonomy in the age of globalisation.
To some degree, this reasoning explains why many
4HāV
 YPJOHTWPVUÄSTZZ\JOHZ Whale Rider and Once
Were Warriors, for at least they give recognition to
their social existence and consciousness against a
modernity and colonial era that has denied them a
historical and political presence. It is possible, then,
[OH[ [OL PUKPNLUV\Z ÄST KLUPLZ [OL TL[HUHYYH[P]LZ
of the Enlightenment and interrupts modernity’s
secularisation and progress, allowing for other ways
of knowing the world and alternative forms of culture
to be foregrounded and legitimated. Yet, the mere
centring of indigenous and alternative subjectivities
does not guarantee a subaltern voice. We should not
merely accept Whale Rider KLZJYPILK I` VUL ÄST
reviewer as “a gorgeous fable from New Zealand
about the balance between the old and new worlds,

tradition and progress, superstition and faith”, on
MHJL]HS\L *SPUL  *VU]LYZLS` 0 ^V\SK HSPNU
^P[O 4pVYP ÄSTTHRLY )HYY` )HYJSH`»Z HZZLZZTLU[ VM
[OLÄSTHZHU¸PUKPNLUV\ZÄSTMVYILNPUULYZ¹JP[LKPU
*HSKLY!(TLHUPUN[OH[ Whale Rider lacked
both the depth and complexity needed to examine
an alternative knowledge system and, basically,
presented an immature text that will ultimately be
more harmful to Mäori culture than good.
There is also the unnerving possibility that the popular
JVUZ\TW[PVUVMPUKPNLUV\ZJ\S[\YL[OYV\NOÄSTYLÅLJ[Z
a hark back to the nineteenth century when popular
European culture included the gradual emergence of
“exhibitions of exotic people… as spectacles on a
THZZZJHSLMVYTHZZH\KPLUJLZHUK[OLÄUHUJPUNVM
exhibitions became a question of selling tickets in their
thousands rather than seeking funding from a single
TVUHYJO¹ (UKYLHZZLU ! ;VKH` YH[OLY [OHU
seeking funding from the government to produce a lowI\KNL[ VIZJ\YL HY[OV\ZL PUKPNLUV\Z ÄST WYVK\JLK
for small interested audiences, ‘exotic’ cultures on the
Hollywood screen have again become marketable for
mass-consumption. Is the popularity of Whale Rider,
[OLUK\L[V[OLÄSTLUHISPUN[OLNSVIHSH\KPLUJL[V
comfortably transform into cultural anthropologists for
two hours, to view societies apparently less civilised
[OHU[OLPYV^U&-VSSV^PUN[OLZ\JJLZZVMWhale Rider,
5L^ ALHSHUK 3PZ[LULY columnist Phillip Matthews
describes the recipe for the success of the pseudoPUKPNLUV\ZÄST!

The art circuit need not mean small business.
Whale Rider could expect to be a moderate hit
VM[OLZJHSLVM[OL(\Z[YHSPHUÄST9HIIP[7YVVM
Fence: it’s indigenous yet accessible, exotic yet
in English, arthouse yet conventionally told…
The theory is that, just as tourists look for unZWVPS[HUK[OLMHYÅ\UNPUHJYV^KLKHUKOVTVgeneous world, so the indigenous story is a respite from an increasingly cautious Hollywood
4H[[OL^Z!
This description is disturbing because it reminds
TL VM [OL ^H` LHYS` HU[OYVWVSVNPZ[Z ZPTWSPÄLK
indigenous cultures to align with their hierarchical
notions of civilisation. The market logic described
OLYL KLTHUKZ WYVK\J[PVU VM O\THUPZ[PJ ÄSTZ [OH[
simplify and misrepresent indigenous culture by
reproducing a perverse version of the western Self
with an exotic aroma. Therefore, although the market
SVNPJLUJV\YHNLZ[OLWYVK\J[PVUVMºPUKPNLUV\Z»ÄSTZ
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for mass-consumption and, rationally, an alterity
VM [OV\NO[ PYVUPJHSS` Z\JO ÄSTZ M\Y[OLY Z\IQ\NH[L
different ways of viewing the world. The market logic
also privileges the western gaze as the perspective
that has to be satiated. Consequently, not content
to just accept Whale Rider as a site of indigenous
empowerment, as it has so often been described,
this article examines popular discourses to provide
H JYP[PJHS YLHKPUN VM [OL ÄST HZ H WYVK\JLY VM ºSVJHS»
RUV^SLKNL ^P[OPU H NSVIHSPZLK ÄST PUK\Z[Y` [OH[
accommodates popularised transnational concepts
through ‘authentic’ indigenous settings such as
[OL ºMHU[HZ`SHUK» [OH[ PZ >OHUNHYH HUK ºIVUH ÄKL»
indigenous communities and cultures.

Understanding Whale Rider’s Popularity
.P]LU[OLPUOLYLU[KHUNLYZVMYLWYLZLU[PUNPUKPNLUV\Z
cultures in a mode that is understandable to and
fashionable with a western audience, how are we to
critically understand the popularity of Whale Rider&
Although unsubstantiated, it appears that Whale
Rider was driven by to satisfy the consumption of a
global audience and, even if this is not true, it did.
The culture Whale Rider portrayed did not come from
an alternative worldview (which would have been
largely incomprehensible to the western viewer); it
was not local indigenous culture, but rather a ‘third
culture’ oriented beyond national boundaries and
made instantly recognisable to a western audience.
/LUJL >OHSL 9PKLY PZ H [YHUZUH[PVUHS ÄST ILJH\ZL
its central theme of a subservient subject overcoming
insurmountable odds and cultural oppression,
crosses and transgresses national boundaries. This is
similar to the case where global commodities, such
as 4J+VUHSKZ HYL UV SVUNLY PKLU[PÄLK ^P[O H ZPUNSL
place of origin, rather they become ‘localised’. Using
the commodity analogy, a third culture is developed or
controlled by market demand and the ‘factories’ are
indigenous localities that reproduce it for consumption.
1VOU)HYUL[[[OLWYVK\JLYVM Whale Rider and head
VM:V\[O7HJPÄJ7PJ[\YLZJVUÄYTZOV^PU[OLÄST[OL
local was produced for the global:

What it encourages you to do is make a product
that people want to go and see. Some people
^PSSZH`[OH[5L^ALHSHUKÄSTZHYL[VVZWLJPÄJ
to New Zealand, but I think we’ve proved with
>OHSL 9PKLY [OH[ `V\ JHU THRL P[ HZ ZWLJPÄJ
as you want and people will go and see it any^OLYLJP[LK>LSJO!
Or, in other words, “unlike more traditional conquerors,
we are not content merely to subdue others: We insist
[OH[[OL`ILSPRL\Z¹>H[ZVU !
The third culture described here comes in the form
of a young heroine triumphing over adversity, as one
ÄSTJYP[PJWLY[PULU[S`KLZJYPILZ[OL[YP\TWOVM7HPRLH
the central character, over supposed traditional Mäori

patriarchy:

.YYS7V^LY2P^PZ[`SL!(Z^LL[ZTHY[UL^ÄST
that’s been dazzling hard-to-please festival
crowds with an age-old underdog tale… like
most crowd-pleasers and sleeper hits, from
9VJR`[V)LUK0[3PRL)LJROHTB>OHSL9PKLY
PZD[OLZ[VY`VMHU\UKLYKVNV]LYJVTPUNHWWHYLU[S`PUZ\YTV\U[HISLVKKZ(UZLU! 
;OPZL_HTWSLVMº.YYS7V^LY2P^PZ[`SL»PZOPNOSPNO[LK
^OLU [OL 4pVYP WH[YPHYJO 2VYV ÄUHSS` YLHSPZLZ [OL
leadership potential of the young heroine when she
rides the head of a pod of beached whales to safety,
emulating the feat of her eponymous ancestor. As one
YL]PL^LY L_WSHPUZ! ¸)` [OL [PTL 2VYV IV^Z KV^U [V
the young ‘elder’, you’ll be wiping away the tears from
`V\YL`LZMLLSPUN]PUKPJH[LK¹(V\U!
7YVK\JLY1VOU)HYUL[[M\Y[OLYJSHYPÄLZ[OH[[OLYL^LYL
a number of transnational themes manufactured within
a local setting to satisfy a global audience:

This is a universal story, that these themes of
inherited power and the clash between the contemporary and the traditional, the familial love
and the obligations that Koro the chief has that
get in his way of exercising that familial love, the
role of a woman in society – those were things
that it didn’t matter where you came from in the
world, you were familiar with these things. I really saw it as a story that people would underZ[HUK ^OLYL]LY [OL` ^LYL JP[LK >LSJO !

Whale Rider then, according to the dominant
KPZJV\YZL PZ H ºJVTPUN VM HNL» ÄST UV[ VUS` MVY
both Paikea and Koro, but also more importantly for
a localised ‘primitive’ culture not yet liberalised into
globally enlightened norms. For the western audience,
Whale Rider provides a nostalgic revisit to the preenlightenment period. The people of Whangara
represent images of the primitive Self going through
the process of enlightenment; or the process of arriving
out of pre-historical conditions and into modernity. If
^L KLÄUL [OL LUSPNO[LUTLU[ HZ ILPUN \UKLYWPUULK
by the political demand for the right to question
everything, where enlightenment thinkers dared to
imagine a better world and made practical proposals
for its accomplishment, Whale Rider then describes
supposed traditional Mäori culture as unenlightened.
;O\Z [OL ÄST»Z H[[YHJ[P]LULZZ [V ^LZ[LYU H\KPLUJLZ
in part stems from their recognition of a third culture
in the form of the omnipresent modernist theme of
overcoming adult cultural constrictions through the
persistence of childlike innocence.
It is the claim of this paper then, that Whale RiderZH[PZÄLK
the global audience, not because of its depiction of
an alternative indigenous culture, but rather because
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it bastardised Mäori culture to resemble the universal
language of a transnational third culture, complicit with
the ‘deterritorialisation’ of popular culture (Watson
 !;OYV\NOP[Z\UPX\LSHUKZJHWLPUKPNLUV\Z
mythology and brown people, Whale Rider gives the
HWWLHYHUJLVMILPUNHMVYLPNUPUKPNLUV\ZÄSTI\[PU
reality its themes merely rehash western clichés. Such
a representation is more about producing the local as
a site of neo-colonialism as opposed to liberation; a
site where alternative knowledges are homogenised to
YLÅLJ[^LZ[LYUJVU]LU[PVUZ^P[OHUL_V[PJÅH]V\Y0U
contrast to the empowering rhetoric that director Niki
*HYV LMMVY[SLZZS` MLSS PU[V MVSSV^PUN [OL ÄST»Z YLSLHZL
[OLSVJHSHZYLWYLZLU[LK^P[OPU[OLNSVIHSÄSTPUK\Z[Y`
in general, and Whale Rider in particular, is a place
from which an indigenous subject will struggle to
ÄUKH]VPJL[OH[KVLZUV[OH]L[VIL\UKLYZ[HUKHISL
to a western audience, does not have to speak to a
universal human nature, and/or does not come off
looking like an indigenous picture postcard.

>OHUNHYH+PZUL`SHUK
6UHIYPNO[Z\TTLY:\UKH`PU TVYL[OHU
 WLVWSL ]PZP[LK +LUTHYR»Z *VWLUOHNLU
Zoo. They had not come to view the animals,
but to see a group of ‘brown exotic’ people who
OHKQ\Z[HYYP]LKMYVT0UKPH;^LU[`Ä]L0UKPHUZ
- men, women and children - were on display
together with exotic animals like elephants,
snakes and performing bears. The Indians’ daily life was shown, and they performed as themselves by cooking food, taking care of their children, doing artisan work and other activities in a
so-called Indian village, which consisted of huts
made out of palm tree leaves, constructed in
the middle of the zoo. This Indian village marked
the culmination of exhibitions of ‘exotic’ people
PU+LUTHYR(UKYLHZZLU!
Whangara is an actual town located in the tribal area
of Ngäti Porou (North Island, middle east coast) but,
in accordance with the transnational third culture and
ethnographic intent described above, the Whangara
in Whale Rider is an imagined borderland where the
‘sea’ of homogenised western culture approaches the
ºZOVYLZ» VM H ÄJ[PVUHS SVJHS [YHKP[PVUHS 4pVYP ]PSSHNL
Whangara is an imagined landscape, a primitive
fantasyland, consciously or inadvertently created by
director Caro to avoid the colonial reality. Whale Rider
provides the illusion of spatial isolation allowing the
viewer, like the anthropologist, to focus upon the rich
particularity of local traditions, and to escape into a
world where images of themselves are not present.
The isolation of Whangara also serves to signify it as a
borderland, a place at the margins of the global world,
just as the community is on the margins between the
primitive and modern. Its unenlightened characters
are as “restless as the sea… the beach is its iconic
point of entry and departure, a place where people

are abandoned or disappear forever, a place where
[OPUNZ^HZO\W¹4VYYPZ!;OLÄST»ZZL[[PUN
on the beach connotes the vastness of the world as
represented by the sea which lays beyond Whangara,
and the insular nature of the small community hemmed
in by landscape and tradition.
The terra nullius construct, conceptualised by John
3VJRLZ\NNLZ[LK[OH[PMSHUK^HZPUHJ[P]L[OH[PZUV[
under human control (i.e., not cultivated or employed
MVY WYVÄ[ [OLU P[ ^HZ ºLTW[`» VY \UPUOHIP[LK HUK
therefore, free to be usurped. The emptiness and
simplicity of Whangara’s physical and social landscape
enables the neo-colonial gaze to consume the passive
6[OLY ;OL THU` ^PKLHUNSLK ZOV[Z [OH[ KLÄUL [OL
beautiful emptiness of the landscape that embraces the
Whangara community, coupled with signs of physical
and social stagnancy, such as decrepit buildings,
rusting cars, alcoholism and drug dependency,
enables the neo-colonial gaze to marvel at the beauty
of the New Zealand landscape, yet also sneer at the
torpid ignorance of the Mäori community oblivious to
the splendour and potential that surrounds them. The
Whangara community is portrayed as dysfunctionally
organic and insular. Whangara assumes many of the
+PZUL`SHUKJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ¶HMYVaLUJOPSKSPRL^VYSK
free from the hegemony of the powerful adult (i.e., free
of the colonist), but also ignorant of adult potentiality.
0TWVY[HU[S`[VWHYHWOYHZL)LULKPJ[(UKLYZVUP[PZUV[
the falsity/genuineness of communities that should be
distinguished, but rather the style in which they are
PTHNPULK !;OLUV[PVUVMHZTHSSPUZ\SHYHUK
self-determining Mäori community coming to terms with
the suppression of their people by their own primitive
traditions, serves to mask the actual oppressor:
colonial imperialism. In this imagined community, a
traditional Mäori nation is reinvented and enlightened
through a neo-colonial gaze, which serves to create
H ZPT\SHJY\T [OH[ Q\Z[PÄLZ JVU[PU\LK Z\WWYLZZPVU
The notion of ‘simulacra’ stems from the work of Jean
)H\KYPSSHYK^OVZH^UVKPMMLYLU[PH[PVUIL[^LLUYLHSP[`
HUKZPT\SH[PVUPU[OLWVZ[TVKLYU^VYSK)H\KYPSSHYK
THRLZZWLJPÄJYLMLYLUJL[V+PZUL`SHUKHUK[LSL]PZPVU
pointing out that, rather than merely simulating a
version of reality, they had become reality. In this
sense, Whale Rider as an ethnographic text, rather
[OHUQ\Z[ILPUNHÄST[OH[ZPT\SH[LZ4pVYPJ\S[\YLOHZ
the power to socially construct Mäori cultural reality.
The causation of signs of stagnation and depression
by the tradition of Mäori culture itself, suggests “that
such signs refer to something real and solid outside
the system, this is an illusion. What is being generated
is a ‘simulacrum’, which, although the product of the
system, also acts as the external referent by which
P[ Q\Z[PÄLZ P[Z M\UJ[PVU¹ :PT !  (Z VUL ÄST
reviewer explains, “Whangara is a community frozen
in time, waiting to be saved…Whale Rider gives us
JSLHYL`LKNSPTWZLZVMY\YHS4H
āV YPZVJPL[`MYVT[OLVSK
women smoking and playing cards, to the local kids
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in their American-branded T-shirts, kicking their heels
\U[PS[OL`»YLVSKLUV\NO[VSLH]L¹4VYYPZ!;OL
most disturbing aspect of this analysis is the notion of
witnessing a community ‘frozen in time’. Similar to how
early anthropologists interpreted indigenous cultures
HZ WYLTVKLYU ]LYZPVUZ VM [OL :LSM Ä_LK PU [PTL I`
their encumbering traditions, this reviewer picks up on
OV^[OLÄSTVWWYLZZLZ[OLK`UHTPJUH[\YLVM4HāV
 YP
J\S[\YL;OLMVSSV^PUNYL]PL^LYHSZVKLZJYPILZ[OLÄST
ethnographically, demonstrating how audiences can
TPZPU[LYWYL[[OLÄSTHZHUH\[OLU[PJYLÅLJ[PVUVM4H
āVYP]PSSHNLSPML!¸+PYLJ[VY5PRP*HYV¯ZOV^ZHNLU\PUL
sympathy for the traditions of the conservative
WH[YPHYJOHS ZVJPL[` OLY ÄST KLZJYPILZ¯ ^L JVTL [V
HWWYLJPH[L[OLYO`[OTZVM]PSSHNLSPML¹*\UULLU!
19).
Whangara as a locale, then, takes the shape of an
authentic indigenous site, complete with a rigid
culture and, in particular, a suppressive patriarchy.
Here, ‘local’ aligns with the “notion of a particular
bounded space with its set of close-knit social
relationships based upon strong kinship ties and
length of residence… which turns the location of their
day-to-day interactions from a physical space into
H ºWSHJL»¹ -LH[OLYZ[VUL !  ;OL WO`ZPJHS HUK
cultural space Whale RiderKLWPJ[ZJVU[HPUZZPNUPÄLYZ
which inform global audiences that they are, indeed,
interpreting an authentic primitive place. As Kuper
argues:

The most primitive societies were ordered on
the basis of kinship relations… based on deZJLU[NYV\WZ¯3PRLL_[PUJ[ZWLJPLZ[OLZLWYPmeval institutions were preserved in fossil form,
ceremonies and kinship terminologies bearing
witness to long-dead practices including totemism where certain species of animals or plants
were sacred to particular social groups (Kuper
 !
Commensurate with Kuper’s inventory of a primitive
society, it is made clear to Whale Rider’s western
audience that they are viewing a pre-modern culture.
Whales are adopted by the Whangara community
as symbols of hope and prosperity. The importance
of genealogy is illustrated through Koro’s obsession
^P[O ÄUKPUN H SLHKLY MYVT [OL LSKLZ[ THSLSPUL
while Paikea is a direct descendent of the tribe’s
founding forefather and bears his name. Whangara
is an imagined nation bonded through shared myths,
memories and traditions accompanied by empirical
and cultural referents such as the marae, backward
traditions and the whales themselves. The familial
social constructions in Whale Rider then, manifest
Whangara as a primitive place; establishing its reality
and authenticity for the western audience.
In the quote below, Caro parallels Whangara the
fantasyland with the actual Whangara community,
adding credence to the argument that the simulacrum

is reality: “There are many Maori communities there
BVU [OL ,HZ[ *VHZ[D HUK P[»Z SPRL NVPUN IHJR [V [OL
 ZHUK ZZVTL[PTLZ*OPSKYLUHYLZ[PSSNVPUN
[V ZJOVVS VU OVYZLZ 0[»Z ^VUKLYM\S¹ JP[LK PU .HYJPH
H!  ;OL YLHKPUN I` *HYV VM H UVUÄJ[PVUHS
4HāVYP JVTT\UP[` HZ ZVTLOV^ LUHISPUN OLY [V NV
backward in time to visit an idealistic generation
where ‘children still went to school on horses’
speaks volumes of how she intended to portray the
>OHUNHYH JVTT\UP[` PU OLY ÄST! HZ HU[PX\H[LK HUK
preserved. The amalgamation of the real Whangara
community with the imagined enunciates how Caro’s
ZPTWSPZ[PJUV[PVUZVM[OLYLHSP[`VMH4HāV
 YPJVTT\UP[`
authenticates that reality so that, eventually, her
narration becomes truth. Moreover, the acceptance
by western audiences of the imagined Whangara as
an authentic place speaks to the naturalisation of
myths surrounding indigenous cultures and ignores
the vested interests of the producers of such myths.
Caro’s Whangara is established as inherently typical
of an indigenous community and, as an oppressive
simulacrum, is consistent with the exhibitions of
indigenous people in the nineteenth century:

Exhibiting exotic people contributed to maintaining and preserving a European white world
order. The presentation of ‘exotic’ people in
‘primitive’ villages, carrying out simple chores,
JVUÄYTLK [OL Z[LYLV[`WLZ VM UVU^OP[LZ HZ
backward, living in a state of nature and less
civilised than the European audience, whose
Z\WLYPVYP[`[OLL_OPIP[PVUZ[O\ZJVUÄYTLK(UKYLHZZLU!
@L[ [OL ÄST KVLZ UV[ ZPTWS` HSPNU ^P[O [OL UV[PVU
of western superiority. Allegorically, Whale Rider
acknowledges what modernity has forsaken (i.e., a
connection with the spiritual and natural world). Thus,
the imagined Whangara engenders ambivalence in
the western audience because it enables a nostalgic
return to a simplistic life prior to the callousness of
industrialisation, whilst its backwardness, depression,
dysfunction and despotic patriarchy is abhorrent.
Importantly, the ambivalence of the western audience
towards the primitive culture who are moving from a
state of pre-modernity to modernity is accentuated
I` [OL ÄST»Z UVZ[HSNPJ HTULZPH ;OH[ PZ [OL ÄST
encourages the audience to believe that the history of
4HāV
 YPVWWYLZZPVUVJJ\YYLK^P[OV\[7ÞHRLOÞHPUÅ\LUJL"
[OL ÄST WVY[YH`Z [OL YLZ\S[Z VM JVSVUPZH[PVU ^P[OV\[
engendering colonial guilt in the audience. The
WYLZLUJLVM7ÞHRLOÞHPU[OLÄST^V\SKOH]LKPZY\W[LK
the idea that what the audience was witnessing was
4HāVYPKVT PU HU H\[OLU[PJ [YHKP[PVUHS ZLUZL (Z PU
nineteenth century savage exhibitions, “the demand
MVY H\[OLU[PJP[` KPYLJ[S` PUÅ\LUJLK [OL JOVPJL VM
WLVWSL^OV^LYLILPUNL_OPIP[LK¹(UKYLHZZLU!
 3PRL H JVSVUPHS WHPU[LY *HYV YPKZ [OL IHJRKYVW
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of the colonial reality and, in so doing, she purges
Pākehā and other westerners of any responsibility
for the oppression of indigenous peoples. To add
complexity and to avoid this suppressive function,
Caro could have inserted a political backdrop that
at least acknowledges the contestations currently
VJJ\YYPUN IL[^LLU 4HāVYP HUK 7ÞHRLOÞH ZV [OH[ 4H
āVYPVWWYLZZPVU^HZUV[PUZ\SH[LKHZH4HāV
 YPWYVISLT
alone, but she does not. The production of Whangara
as a simulacrum persuades the western audience to
recognise a ubiquitous culture within an exotic locale,
but it does so in such a way as to conceal the colonial
WYVJLZZ[OH[WYVK\JLK[OLZ\IQ\NH[PVUVM4HāV YPPU[OL
ÄYZ[WSHJL;OPZPKLHPZOPNOSPNO[LKPU[OLZJLUL^OLYL
Porourangi (Paikea’s father and Koro’s son, who
leaves the community because of his overbearing
traditionalist father) attempts to show his family slides
of his artwork. An old sheet is draped on the wall in the
JVUÄULKHUKKHYRZWHJLVM[OL[YHKP[PVUHSOVTLZ[LHK
as the whānau huddles around to watch the show, the
light from the slide projector interrupting the darkness
of the room. The show turns into a debacle when Koro
admonishes the avant-garde nature of his son’s work
as inauthentic. Here the enlightened modernity of a
global world is contrasted against the dank, insulated
dark space of the traditional pre-modern world, and
HJJVYKPUNS` [OL [LSLVSVN` VM 4HāVYP KLWYLZZPVU PZ
located in their superstitious traditions, irregardless of
`LHYZVMJVSVUPHSVWWYLZZPVU
;OLSHJRVM7ÞHRLOÞHPU[OLÄSTHSZVZ\NNLZ[Z[OH[[OL
ZLSMKL[LYTPUH[PVUVM4HāV YPPZLU[PYLS`^P[OPU[OLPYV^U
grasp. That is, regardless of colonial encumbrances,
I`ÄUKPUNHULUSPNO[LULKSLHKLY[OL[YPIL^PSS[OLUIL
able to paddle off into an enlightened state. In truth,
the violent cultural disrupt caused by colonisation
has had profound effects on the self-determination
and social consciousness of Māori. Pākehā presence
PU [OL ÄST ^V\SK OH]L H[ SLHZ[ THKL [OL ^LZ[LYU
audience self-conscious of their own presence in
the dysfunctional space. The natural question, thus,
is would Whale Rider have been such a success if it
forced the western audience to consider their role in
[OL VWWYLZZPVU VM 4HāVYP WLVWSL VY V[OLY PUKPNLUV\Z
NYV\WZ& 0 ^V\SK Z\NNLZ[ UV[ ILJH\ZL HZ 5HUK`
argues:

It is easy to leave other cultures to their own
devices in the name of cultural relativism, particularly if the visions of these other cultures
have already been cannibalized by the worldview of one’s own. It is less easy to live with an
alien culture’s estimate of oneself, to integrate it
within one’s selfhood and to live with that selfPUK\JLK[LUZPVU0[PZL]LUTVYLKPMÄJ\S[[VSP]L
with the inner dialogue within one’s own culture, which is triggered off by the dialogue with
other cultures because, then, the carefully built
cultural defences against disturbing dialogues
– and against the threatening insights emerging

from the dialogues – begin to crumble (Nandy
 ! 
From the above analysis it is unsurprising that Pākehā
took ownership of this movie because it reinforces
their colonial privilege based on a mythic history of the
paternal nurturing of a savage culture. Caro admits
[OLÄST»ZHWWLHS[V7ÞHRLOÞH!¸;OL`»YLB7ÞHRLOÞHDNVPUN[V
[OL ÄST PU KYV]LZ HUK [OL`»YL JVTPUN H^H` ZH`PUN
‘That’s us. That’s who we are. That’s what we’re proud
VM»¹JP[LK.HYJPHH!-VY4HāV
 YP Whale Rider
YLHMÄYTZ[OH[^LHYLºS\JR`»[VILLUSPNO[LULK[OYV\NO
colonisation; for those Päkehä complicit with the
Z\WWYLZZPVU VM 4HāVYP YPNO[Z [OL TV]PL YLHSPZLZ [OLPY
tokenistic bicultural fantasies. As writer Paula Morris
uncompromisingly asserts: “Maoritanga is like the
)YP[PZOYV`HSMHTPS`!P[OHZZLU[PTLU[HSHWWLHSI\[P[»Z
more a tourist draw than a potent social force” (Morris
!" MVY IV[O NYV\WZ [OL ÄST ZLY]LZ [V WSHJH[L
ongoing tensions and points to a bicultural future
premised on falsehoods. The quote below, also from
4VYYPZ Z\NNLZ[Z [OH[ [OL ÄST LUHISLZ HU PNUVYHU[
7ÞHRLOÞH W\ISPJ [V \UKLYZ[HUK [OL ]PZPVUZ VM 4HāVYP
culture they often see but do not fully understand. In
actuality, Whale Rider is more concerned with viewing
that abets further misunderstanding; the dots being
joined further enmesh colonial misinterpretations of
4H
āV YPJ\S[\YL!

When Koro explains the motivation for a warrior’s bulging eyes and unfurled tongue to his
class of sullen adolescents, it’s not just a sop
to a wide-eyed foreign market: he’s joining the
dots for generations of New Zealanders familiar
with the sight but ignorant of the symbolism…
It issues a challenge to all New Zealanders, for
whom history begins with Abel Tasman or Cap[HPU*VVR[VÄUKPUZWPYH[PVUPU[OLWYLJVSVUPHS
past and, implicitly, a way forward as a distinctive nation. Whale Rider asks New Zealanders to
LTIYHJL^OH[PZ[OLPYZHSVUL4VYYPZ!
,USPNO[LUPUN >OHUNHYH! 3PULHNL 7H[YPHYJO` HUK
Feminism
The imagined ‘primitive nation’ has been key to
UHYYH[PUNQ\Z[PÄJH[PVUZMVY\Z\YWH[PVU0UJVYWVYH[LKPU[V
this narration was the notion of primitive society being
ruled by a despotic patriarchy based on genealogy.
Henry Maine’s (UJPLU[3H^

embellished a classic notion of the original
O\THU JVUKP[PVU¯ HZZ\TBPUND [OH[ THU ^HZ
originally a member of a corporate family group
Y\SLKI`HKLZWV[PJWH[YPHYJO`3H[LYWH[YPHYJOHS
power provided the basis for larger associations… Ultimately, societies based on kinship
were replaced by societies based upon the
Z[H[L2\WLY !
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Whale Rider’s alignment with these myths of primitive
society privileges a certain brand of knowledge by
TPZYLWYLZLU[PUN 4HāVYP J\S[\YL HZ WH[YPHYJOHS ZL_PZ[
and based on encumbering traditions. In so doing, it
serves to reinforce the myth that colonisation was an
‘enlightenment’ project. The readiness of the western
audience to accept these misrepresentations is not
Z\YWYPZPUNNP]LU[OLMHSZPÄJH[PVUZHYLJVUZPZ[LU[^P[O
HKVTPUHU[KPZJV\YZLZ\YYV\UKPUN4HāV
 YPJ\S[\YLHUK
indigenous cultures in general. Film reviewers seemed
RLLU[VHMÄYT[OLT`[OZ!
Whale Rider immediately places us within a
family of chieftains at the end of its tether. We
quickly learn that the fate of a disintegrating
community rides on the question of succession
and ancestry… The Ngāti Konohi line is traditionally the preserve of patrimony, and extends
as far back into the time when forefather Paikea
was saved (and resettled) by a whale on a sea
QV\YUL`(V\U!
;OL Z[`SPZLK ÄN\YL VM 2VYV HSPNUZ ^P[O [OL ^LZ[LYU
misperception that primitive societies were ruled by
despotic patriarchy. Koro is the pre-modern or prehistorical leader who is largely a symptom of the
JVSSLJ[P]L[YPIHS KLÄUP[PVU -VY L_HTWSL [OL [YPIL»Z
obedience to Koro’s obsession with male hierarchical
leadership, manifest through ‘traditional’ schools and
manhood rites, and the exclusion of Paikea from those
schools of knowledge, not only determines Koro as
pre-modern but also the society that he heads. For
Cline, Koro “blatantly (and traditionally) prefers boys to
girls” and is “blinded” by “traditional sexism” (webpage
3PRL^PZL:[\RPUWYVWVZLZ¸[OLTV]PLYL]LHSZH
sexist Maori culture in which knowledge and lineage
HYLWHZZLKKV^UVUS`HSVUN[OLTHSLSPUL¹!
(UKJSLHYS`*HYVOLYZLSMILSPL]LZ[OH[4H
āV YPWH[YPHYJO`
PZ LUKLTPJ! ¸;OPZ `V\UN NPYS PZ ÄNO[PUN V]LY H 
years of patriarchal tradition” (cited E-News Extra –
,U[LY[HPUTLU[*OHUULS
Paikea is the modern subject, innocently free of the
encumbering notions of tradition and a symbol of
critical modernism. In her prize winning recital, Paikea
urges, “If the knowledge is given to everyone, then
we can have lots of leaders and soon everyone can
be strong, not just the ones who have been chosen.”
Through centralising the pre-pubescent Paikea, Caro
symbolises the transcendence of a primitive culture
to an enlightened one. Kylie Message suggests “the
preadolescent girl is a paradoxical character because
despite being young, she is wiser and more knowing
than the adult characters who share her screenZWHJL¹4LZZHNL!  7HPRLHHZ[OLTVKLYU
subject, is inherently more sagacious than her premodern ancestors. As Caro herself outlines:

Pai is suffering tremendous opposition from
her grandfather who she loves the most, and

ZOL»Z[OLVULWLYZVUPU[OLÄST^OV^VU»[JYP[Pcise him. She looks for other ways to love him
and make him see. She empowers everybody
around her. She gets so deeply hurt but never
loses sight of who she is. That is real leadership, the kind of leadership that is appropriate
MVYV\Y[PTL.HYJPH!H 
Paikea’s hybridity, however, locates her in a boundary
space, both geographically and physiologically, as a
member of the tribe and as a prepubescent character
Å\J[\H[PUN IL[^LLU JOPSKOVVK HUK HK\S[OVVK 6US`
the wise innocence of the preadolescent enables
the leap of faith needed to enter into the enlightened
adult world: “Pai’s actions are those of an enlightened
being, of a person who knows her place in the world.
For Pai, power is a thing to be shared. She smashes
hierarchies, just as she shatters the classic notions
VMSLHKLYZOPW¹.HYJPH!>P[OV\[7HPRLHHUK
^P[OV\[SPILYHSPZLK^LZ[LYUUVYTZ4HāV
 YPJ\S[\YLSPRL
[OL\UÄUPZOLK^HRHYLTHPUZKVYTHU[
The depiction of Other cultures as in possession of
a male hegemony that needs to be ‘smashed’ by
[OL YPNO[LV\Z ^LZ[ JVUÄYTZ [OL TPZKLLKZ VM [OL
west against Other cultures and, in particular, Islamic
societies. Male hegemony is a common contemporary
ZPNUPÄLY[OH[HU6[OLYJ\S[\YLPZ\UL]VS]LKVYH[SLHZ[
unenlightened. Yet, the liberal western discourse
surrounding gender is a ruse that enables the white
male to retain power, for it buffers the notion that
the western structure, as opposed to other systems
of governance, allows women an equal chance to
succeed. The western mainstream media’s attack on
the oppression of Islamic women in Arab countries,
for example, is less about the fate of Islamic women,
and more about the depiction of Arab nations as
K`ZM\UJ[PVUHS 0UKLLK PU [HSRPUN VM [OL ÄST >P[P
Ihimaera regrettably makes this very connection:
“It matters and it doesn’t matter that it’s in a Maori
setting. I would love to be in an audience of Arabic
women wearing their fabulous masked gear watching
[OH[TV]PLHUKOVWPUN[OH[[OL`ÄUKZVTLZLUZLVM
SPILYH[PVUPUP[¹JP[LK4H[[OL^Z!/`WLYYLHSP[`
PZ\ZLKI`1LHU)H\KYPSSHYK[VPUKPJH[L[OL¸SVZZVM[OL
real, where distinctions between surface and depth,
the real and the imaginary no longer exist. The world of
the hyperreal is where image and reality implode” (Sim
!:PTPSHYS`[OLPTHNLVMWYPTP[P]LWH[YPHYJO`
in the Whale Rider implodes with the hybridised form
VM 4HāVYP WH[YPHYJO` [V JYLH[L [OL O`WLYYLHS UV[PVU VM
[YHKP[PVUHS 4HāVYP WH[YPHYJO` ^OPJO L_PZ[Z [V THZR
the fact that western society itself is still patriarchal,
“just as prisons exist to mask the fact that society
P[ZLSMPZVUL¹:PT!4HāV
 YPWH[YPHYJO`PU[OL
ÄST WSHJH[LZ [OL ^LZ[LYU H\KPLUJL I` YLHZZLY[PUN
that, allegorically speaking, their system of morality
(including western feminism) is supreme.
Accordingly, Whale Rider and its director have gained
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kudos for bridging “the ancient world of Maori myth
and the contemporary world of gender politics”
(UZLU! *HYVOHZILLUOHPSLKHZ[OLJYLH[VY
VM HU LTHUJPWH[VY` ÄST! ¸*VUÄKLU[ WLYZWPJ\V\Z
HUK \UÅHWWHISL *HYV [HSRZ LHZPS` HIV\[ OV^ [OL
Z\I[L_[VMOLYÄST¶[OLYPZLVMHUL^JVUZJPV\ZULZZ
of a peculiarly feminine perspective – is supremely
PTWVY[HU[[VOLYHZHUHY[PZ[¹.HYJPHH! *HYV
“has put feminist inspiration into the movie showing
the girls and boys what leadership is made of” (Stukin
!)LZPKLZ[OLJVU[PU\HUJLVMHMHSZLKPZJV\YZL
such interpretations clearly fail to notice that what Caro
OHZJYLH[LKPZUV[H^LZ[LYUMLTPUPZ[ÄSTH[HSS0^V\SK
go as far as to say that Whale Rider is an anti-western
feminist construction, given the premises of western
feminism, which maintain that men do not have a
monopoly on power simply because they were born
TLU@L[[OLÄSTPUHK]LY[LU[S`KLMLUKZ[OPZWVZP[PVU
by privileging Paikea’s right to leadership, irrespective
of gender, through her being a direct descendant of
her forefather and namesake Paikea, thus suggesting
leadership can be genetically predetermined.
Inherently, this position undermines the underpinnings
of western feminism. Paikea seemingly does not even
possess her own empowerment let alone acting as
an agent who symbolises female determination; she
is purely answering a larger spiritual and genealogical
calling and, thus, her will is not her own.

)PJ\S[\YHS;OLH[YL
Whale Rider has also been hailed as an important
LTHUJPWH[VY`ÄSTMVY4HāV
 YP[VYLHSPZLHUKV]LYJVTL
their supposed traditional genealogical patriarchy. In
this emancipatory rhetoric, Caro is portrayed as the
liberating mouthpiece: “Whale Rider H ÄST I` 5PRP
*HYV H ^OP[L 5L^ ALHSHUKLY YLWYLZLU[Z H ÅLKNSPUN
YLJSHTH[PVUVMB4HāV YPDOLYP[HNLHJOHUJLMVY[OL5NÞH[P
Kanohi and other indigenous New Zealanders to
ZWLHR PU [OLPY V^U ]VPJLZ¹ .HYJPH !  (NHPU
HZ HU VWWYLZZP]L ZPT\SHJY\T [OL ÄST WYV]PKLZ [OL
PSS\ZPVU[OH[4H
āV YPZLSMKL[LYTPUH[PVUPZILPUNHZZLY[LK
VU ZJYLLU HUK [OH[ P[ PZ HU H\[OLU[PJ 4HāVYP ]VPJL
portrayed. The quote below also subscribes to the
PKLH[OH[[OLÄSTPZLTHUJPWH[VY`PU[OH[P[WVPU[Z[VH
^H`MVY^HYKMVY4H
āV YP[VYLHSPZL[OLJVUZ[YHPU[ZVM[OLPY
own backward culture in overcoming their depression.
However, as far as I can see, the only emancipation
occurring here is the freeing of Pākehā from their
colonial guilt:
Whale Rider contains a lesson. It shows how
drastic action is necessary to achieve social
change, how the responsibility lies with both
the individual and the community. Just as Pai
is delivered back to her family by the sea, Maori
society needs to be reborn – fresh-faced, deterTPULKHUKPUMVYTLK¯0[ZÄUHSZJLULPU^OPJO
Porourangi’s waka strikes out to sea, Pai and
Koro sitting side by side, suggests the begin-

UPUN VM H QV\YUL` HZ NYLH[ HZ [OL 7HJPÄJ ]V`HNLZVMVSK;OLW\YWVZL[OPZ[PTLPZU»[[VÄUK
new land, but to create a new world in the place
^OLYL[OL`SP]L4VYYPZ!
Coterminous with the emancipatory rhetoric espoused
I`IV[O[OLÄSTTHRLYZHUKÄSTJYP[PJZ Whale Rider
is framed as bicultural theatre and as residual of
IPJ\S[\YHSULNV[PH[PVUZ0[PZ[Y\L[OH[SVJHS4HāV
 YP^LYL
consulted, as Caro readily points out: “They gave
the work their blessing and the production was very
collaborative… Maori have responded overwhelmingly
to Whale Rider, and they have really taken ownership
of it. They say they are strong and proud like the Maori
PU [OL ÄST¹ .HYJPH H!   -VY [OH[ YLHZVU
and “because of this attention to local community
and resourcing, Whale Rider embodies a new wave
of national New Zealand cinema… that is regarded
HZ ILPUN IV[O IPJ\S[\YHS HUK ZPNUPÄJHU[ PU IV[O SVJHS
HUKPU[LYUH[PVUHSJVU[L_[Z¹4LZZHNL!>P[P
Ihimaera agrees: “Why I say that Whale Rider is a Maori
ÄST PZ [OH[ P[ JVTLZ MYVT H ZWLJPÄJ YLNPVUHS T`[O
0[ KLHSZ ^P[O H ZWLJPÄJ WLVWSL ^OV HYL PU H ZWLJPÄJ
location, in such a way that it can only be a Whangara
ÄST0M[OLKPYLJ[VYOHWWLUZ[VILIS\LL`LK[OLUZV
HYL H SV[ VM 4HVYP ;OL WLVWSL VM 5Np[P 2VUVOP B[OL
SVJHS P^PD HYL [OL HYIP[LYZ HUK [OL` OH]L V^ULK P[¹
JP[LK 4H[[OL^Z !  9PKPUN [OL UL^ ^H]L VM
political correctness that veils neo-colonisation, Caro
has been heaped with plaudits: “Writer-director Caro
lived with and respects the beliefs of the Maori Ngäti
Kanohi people” (cited in New Internationalist !
 H\[OVY \URUV^U" ¸*HYV PZ H SPILYHS WHRLOH H
white New Zealander sympathetic to the Maori cause,
HUK YLHJ[PVU [V OLY ÄST MYVT [OL UH[P]L JVTT\UP[`
OHZ ILLU \ULX\P]VJHS¹ .HYJPH H!  >OPSL
I acknowledge a collaborative process did occur,
I would suggest Whale Rider is hardly bicultural.
)PJ\S[\YHSPZT KLTHUKZ LX\HS KLJPZPVU THRPUN
capability at all levels of production and direction. The
biculturalism espoused above is typical of the manner
that many Pākehā conceive of this notion. That is, as
an extension of generosity to the trembling hands of
the native, who is eager for any morsel of recognition.
I wonder if there is such a thing as a ‘bicultural bank
IHSHUJL»&;OH[PZ^OVILULÄ[ZMYVT[OLYLWYVK\J[PVU
VM [OL >OHUNHYH JVTT\UP[` J\S[\YL& >OH[ KPK [OL
Whangara community receive for the representation of
[OLPYJ\S[\YLHUKWSHJL&0^V\SKZ\NNLZ[[OH[ZPTPSHY[V
the pilfering of African American blues music by white
‘rock-n-roll’ musicians, the Whangara community
OHZ YLJLP]LK ]LY` SP[[SL MVY [OL JVTTVKPÄJH[PVU VM
their cultural icons: “Elvis made a bundle, while we
YLTHPULK WVVY¯ ^OPSL ^L YLTHPU WVVY¹ 4* 3`[L
‘Jammin»
BH\KPVYLJVYKPUND

*VUJS\ZPVU!*VUZ\TPUN[OL3VJHS
In Whale Rider, the reproduction of Europe’s evolution
from the pre-modern to the modern is allegorically
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depicted through a non-western culture, signifying the
stagnation of ‘primitive’ non-western local cultures
and, as a result, the illusion of western liberality
and freedom from gender-based discrimination. It is
one thing to consider another’s perspective (if one
L]LY JHU [OYV\NO ÄST P[ PZ Z\I]LYZP]L OV^L]LY [V
reproduce one’s own culture and then portray it as
another’s. Indeed, Whale Rider continues the western
tradition of understanding oneself through the Other.
This 5L^ALHSHUK3PZ[LULY columnist recognises that
as a “heroic quest story” Whale Rider PZ ¸ ÅL_PISL
LUV\NO MVY HSS [V ZLL [OLPY V^U SP]LZ YLÅLJ[LK PU [OL
central story of triumph over adversity – it’s a feast
VM HUHSVN` HUK TL[HWOVY¹ 4H[[OL^Z !  (Z
the analysis above has demonstrated, Whale Rider
had such an immense impact on the global western
audience because it re-imagined the process of
European enlightenment through the medium of a
WYLTVKLYUJ\S[\YL/V^L]LY[OLÄSTHSZVWVPU[ZV\[
what has been forsaken in becoming ‘modern’, that
is, the loss of a sense of community, place, spirituality
and mythology through a connection with the natural
^VYSK ;OL ÄST [OLU SLHKZ [V H ZLUZL VM UVZ[HSNPJ
ambivalence for a modernity project partially gone
wrong. The mix of the modern and nostalgia for
the pre-modern leads to a post-modern sense of
HTIPN\P[` HUK HTIP]HSLUJL 0UKLLK [OL ÄST ILNPUZ
with simultaneous birth and death. Nostalgia for a lost
simplistic communal life is a potent sentiment in the
post-modern world, where pining for the familial ties of
one’s childhood has become a powerful transnational
third culture for a disenfranchised western audience.
;OL WVZ[PUK\Z[YPHS H\KPLUJL LU[LY [OL ÄJ[PVUHS 4H
āVYP JVTT\UP[` [OYV\NO H YL[YVZWLJ[P]L NHaL HJOPUN
for the simplicity and naivety of the pre-industrial
state, whilst celebrating their modern subjectivity. In
the penultimate sequence, in particular, where the
whales become stranded and the leadership qualities
VM7HPRLHHYLÄUHSS`YLHSPZLK[OLJVTT\UHST`[OZVM
belonging, warmth and togetherness and the security
of a childhood long relinquished is intermixed with the
symbolic death of childhood and the coming of age
of a culture.
<UZ\YWYPZPUNS` PU [OL JSLHY SPNO[ VM KH` [OL ÄUHS
ZLX\LUJLKLWPJ[Z4H
āV YPJ\S[\YLWHKKSPUNºMVY^HYK»HUK
away from Whangara into the sea of global cultural
homogenisation. As a local site, Whangara represents
an unenlightened, socially diseased and antiprogressive place that must sooner or later implode
upon itself to realise the natural collapse of primitive
cultures and the uptake of liberal western norms. In
this way, Whale RiderQ\Z[PÄLZ[OLZ\WWYLZZPVUVMSVJHS
4H
āV YPJ\S[\YLPU[OLUHTLVM[OLNLULYHSHUK\UP]LYZHS
7VYV\YHUNP»ZYL[\YUOVTLPU[OLÄSTPZZ`TIPV[PJ^P[O
the homogenisation of culture. That is, he will only
YL[\YU OVTL PM 4HāVYP J\S[\YL JOHUNLZ [V LUSPNO[LULK
globalised norms. Whilst the prepubescent child,
Paikea, can claim martyrdom status in the name of
the modernity project, it is clear that the tribe’s post-

modern fate lies with the hybrid baby lying in its
.LYTHUTV[OLY»Z^VTI4LUHJPUNS`[OLO`IYPKJOPSK
symbolises the tribe’s sealed destiny of becoming an
PUKPNLUV\Z ÅH]V\YLK JVTWVULU[ VM NSVIHS J\S[\YL"
of becoming merely a stroke within the pastiche of
global theatre. The baby’s blurred genealogical lines
symbolise the post-industrial transnational agenda
of blurring national and cultural boundaries: “Think
globally, act locally. The terms capture cogently the
simultaneous homogenisation and fragmentation that
PZH[^VYRPU[OL^VYSKLJVUVT`¹+PYSPR !
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